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PENG FAN 
0. Introduction. For a compact subset E of the complex plane, R(E) denotes the 
set of rational functions with poles off E. An operator A acting on a Hilbert space § 
is said to be n-multicyclic if there are n vectors gt, ...,g„^§>, called generating 
vectors, such that § = V {r(A)g(: r£R(d(Aj), l^i^n}. The following theorem of 
BERGER and SHAW [1] is very well known. 
Theorem A. Let Ad38(5)) be hyponormal, with n-multicyclic generating vec-
tors glf ...,g„. Then 
tr [A*, A] ^ (nln)co(a(A)), 
where [A*, A]=A*A—AA*, and a> denotes the planar Lebesgue measure. 
The purpose of this paper is to sharpen this theorem as follows: 
Main Theorem. Let A£38($>) be hyponormal, with n-multicyclic generating 
vectors gl5 ...,gn. Then 
tr [A*, A] ^ (1 /7i)[co(aA{gi))+-+co(<TA(ga))], 
where <TA(gt), /=1 ,2 , . . . ,«, are local spectra of A. 
This formulation is due to the consideration of the operator A = Tz®T1/3 
defined on H2 (/Dco) © H2(xnco) by multiplication by z and z/2 respectively, where 
D is the unit disk. It is clear that A is a 2-multicyclic hyponormal operator, with 
generating vectors gj = l ©0 and g2=0ffi 1, and 
tr [A\ A1 = (1 /7t) [co (D)+<u (D)/4] = (1 /tt) [eo (g l)) 4- o> (ga))]. 
This shows that our Main Theorem is sharper then Theorem A. As for the proof, it is 
carried out by "localizing" that given in [1]. 
Remark. In [5], D. VOICULESCU has extended Theorem A to cover also oper-
ators whose self-commutators possess trace-class negative parts. Since these oper-
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ators may not satisfy property (C) (defined below) even when they are cyclic (sample: 
the backward shift), it seems to be difficult to sharpen this generalized version accord-
ing to our scheme. 
Throughout this paper, all operators are bounded, acting on complex separable * 
Hilbert space of infinite dimension. 
1. Preliminaries. The following notions and lemmas come from Dunford and 
Schwartz [2], p. 2171. 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let A£&(S\). For each x£ft the symbol [x] will be used for the 
closed linear manifold spanned by all vectors (A/—A) - 1x with A£g(A); 9Jl(cr) 
denotes the set of all x whose spectrum is contained in the set a: oA(x)ca. 
Note here that if A£@(S\) is an w-multicyclic operator, with generating vectors 
gl,...,gn, then fi=[gJV...V[gJ. 
Lemma A. x€[x] and f(A)[x\c.[x\ for f£F(a(A)), where F(a(A)) denotes 
the set of all complex functions which are single valued and analytic on an open set 
containing a (A). 
- Lemma B. If A has property (C) (i.e., SDl(o-) is closed when a is closed), then 
for x£f t we have a(A\M)=aA(x), the local spectrum of A at x. 
The next theorem is due to STAMPFLI [4] for a(A)=<rc(A), the continuous spec-
trum of A ; RADJABALIPOUR [3] put the finishing touch by showing that it remains 
valid for a(A)^oc(A). 
Theorem B. If A is a hyponormal operator then A satisfies property (C). 
Combining Lemma B and Theorem B, one sees immediately that if A is hypo-
normal then <r(A\[x-j)=aA(x). This observation makes possible the "localization" 
of the Subspace Dominance Lemma of BERGER and SHAW [1]. Indeed, due t o the 
observation, it makes sense to introduce the following notation for hyponormal ope-
rators : 
[x\ A', E] = y {(.U-A'y^At-iE}, 
where A'=A\M and Ez>oA(x) (=<r(A')). At the same time, it is crucial to notice 
that [x]=[x; A', a (A')]. (Proof: [x]z)[x; A', o(A')] is obvious since A' is an operator 
from [x] to [x]. The reverse inclusion can be established by observing that x£[x] 
and (A/— A)~1x=(AI—A')~1x for all l£g(A).) 
To end this section, we list lemmas from [1], which are needed in the proof of 
the Main Theorem. 
Structure Lemma. Let Tand A be hyponormal operators on § and ft respecti-
vely, and let W: ft be a trace class operator with dense range, such that WT— A W. 
Then tx[A*,A]^tr[T*,T\. 
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Intertwining Lemma. Let (U,kz,x) be an analytic evaluation for 
and suppose that x is a \-multicyclic vector for T. If let u(z)=(u, kz), for 
z£U. Let A<S&(R) such that a(A)czU and let Define W: Wu= 
=u(A)y. The WT= AW and W lies in trace class. 
For convenience, we copy the definition of analytic evaluation here from [1]. 
Let Suppose there is a map z>->-/cz, from the open set U to §>, which is 
conjugate analytic as a map into § in the strong topology, and such that there is a 
vector x€fr> satisfying (r(T)x, kz)=r(z) for all rational functions with poles off 
o(T), and all z£ U. Then the triple (£/, kz, x) will be called an analytic evaluation for 
T, if T*kz=zkz for all z£U. 
Second Computat ional Lemma. Let UL, ..., Un be open sets with disjoint 
n 
closures, each bounded by finitely many disjoint smooth Jordan curves. Let U= {J Ui 
, ' = 1 
and §> = R2(Xu-cu) (the closure of R(jv-) in L2(xu-coj). Then Tz on § satisfies 
tr [T:, Tz]^n-ico(U). 
2. Proof of the main theorem. To start with, it is necessary to "localize" the 
Subspace Dominant Lemma in [1]. 
Lemma. Let A£_38(9)) be an n-multicyclic hyponormal operator, with generating 
vectors g1,...,g„. Thus § = [ g J V . . . V [ g „ ] = [ g i ; A1} (¡(AJIV ...V[g„; A„, <r(A„)], 
where A^Aj^. Let E{ be a compact set containing a A ( _ = a(Al)) for 
. i= 1, 2, ..., n, and let S = [gi: A1} E2]V •••V[g„'> An, £„]. Then 33 is. an invariant 
subspace for A, A\3j is hyponormal, oiA^. ^ ^cE; for /=1, 2, ..., n, A\a 
is n-multicyclic with generating vectors glt g2, ..., g„ and tr [A*, [(^Ij,)*, A\s]. 
Proof. Assume tr [C4|j,)*, Let {<3;j}~=1 be a sequence of points in 
Ei—aA(gi) which land densely in each component of oA(gi)c which lies entirely 
in Et. Let 
rim(.z)= n ^ - a ^ - K i 
Let » t e=r fa l(i4 I)[ft; A:, EJ, SBa=[gt; Au Et] and let 93m= V 33im. Clearly ¡=i 
Sm+1=)93m, rank (93m+1—SOm)Sn and S3mt§ strongly. The rest of the proof is 
identical to that of Berger and Shaw's and thus omitted. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let Ut, for 1 = 1, . . . ,« , be open sets bounded 
by a finite number of disjoint smooth Jordan curves such that a n d 
(o(Ui)—co((TA(gi)), /=1 , . . . ,«, are small. Let 5V be the subspace spanned by 
[Si; A, U~], ..., [gn; A„, U~]. Let A'=A\X. A' is hyponormal, 
<zUt for /=1 , . . . ,«, and { g j is a set of «-multicyclic vectors for A'. Now let 
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T= 'Zj®Tz acting on £ = £®R?(xut-to). It is e n o u g h to establish: 
tr [A*, A] S tr [A'*, A'] =£ tr (T*, T] =£ (l[j:)[(o(U1)+...+co(Un)}. 
The first and the third inequalities are due to the "local" subspace dominance 
lemma and the Second Computational Lemma, respectively. The second inequality 
can be claimed by producing an intertwining map between T and A' satisfying the 
conditions of the Structure Lemma. 
R2(XufG>) has reproducing kernel kz at each Uh for / = 1 , . . . , n. The 
maps zi-—/cz are strongly conjugate analytic, and the triples ({/¡, kz, 1), i = l , ..., n, 
are analytic evaluations. Thus the map JV,: i?2(xc/-<u)—[g(; Ait £/,"] defined 
by WJ^f^A'^gi lies in trace class and WtTz=A\ Wt where A\ 
Define W: 2@R2(xur°>)-~K' by W = 2 W i - w l i e s f a c e class and WT=A'W. 
Indeed, 
WT (/!©...©/„) = W(XJl®...®Tzfn) = A'J1(A'1)g1+...+A'Jn(A'n)gn, 
A'WiA®...®/,) = A'[fx(Adgx+--+U<)gn] = A'J1(A'1)g1+...+A'J„(A'n)g,. 
The last equality holds because fiiA'^gfcigt', At, [/¡~] for / = 1, ..., n. Clearly the 
range of W is dense in ft'. The proof is complete. 
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